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AGMARDT - 30 YEARS ANNIVERSARY

About AGMARDT
We are ‘future shapers’ and we have been helping shape the future of the primary sector for 30 years, investing
almost $84 million through 1,564 grants, for the benefit of the NZ primary sector and for New Zealand as a whole.
The Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development
Trust, better known as AGMARDT, strategically invests in
programmes that enable integration with customers in the
global marketplace, encourage innovative ideas, promote
and build research capabilities and support future leaders
within the agribusiness sectors.

•

AGMARDT is an independent, not-for-profit Trust that
was established by the Government in 1987 with funds
of $32 million, which came from the wind-up of the
British, Christmas Island and New Zealand Phosphate
Commissions.

•

AGMARDT has a proven track record of making targeted
investments that aim to make a positive contribution to
the future of the agricultural, horticultural and forestry
sectors by:

•

Encouraging and supporting industry sectors and
businesses to develop and implement innovative
solutions to assist with transformational change
within agribusiness value chains.
Building research capabilities within New Zealand
science community in new and expanding areas of
research.
Enabling New Zealand Agribusinesses to integrate
with customers in the global marketplace to:
• Gain consumer insight and understanding of a
specific international marketplace;
• Foster deeper relationships with their customers;
• Target potential collaborative partners and
alliances in key markets; and
• Develop capability and understanding of the
global market place and global trends

•

•

Supporting future leaders and capability
programmes for individuals and groups to grow
their potential through domestic and international
management and leadership training opportunities
including experience and exposure to global markets.
Providing funding assistance to industry groups
and businesses for international keynote speakers
and experts to come to New Zealand and speak at
conferences and forums.
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30 Year Highlights
$7.0
million
Funding approved for
Market Insight of $7.0
million since 2012

$41.4
million

$41.4 million funding of
Agribusiness Innovation
Grant funding since
1987
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$13.0
million

$11.7
million

$8.0
million

AGMARDT funded $13.0
million in postdoctoral
Scholarships since 1987

AGMARDT has committed
$11.7 million towards
Capability Development
since the Trust was
established in 1987

AGMARDT funds
$8.0 million
towards Doctoral
Scholarships over 30
years

$84.1
million

$1.6
million

1564
Grants

AGMARDT has granted
$84.1 million of grants
since the Trust started
in 1987

$1.6 million funding
of Conference
Support since 1987

AGMARDT has
approved 1564 grants
since the Trust was
established in 1987

30 Year Celebration
AGMARDT celebrated its 30 year anniversary in the Grand Hall, Parliament Buildings, graciously hosted by the Associate Minister of Agriculture, Hon Meka Whaitari. It was a wonderful
evening celebrating both the journey and contribution AGMARDT has made to the New Zealand primary sector. It was great to see such a big turnout ranging from past and current
Trustees, Chairs, employees, grant recipients, MPs, Ministers and many more.
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Strategic Priorities
MISSION

To foster the development of innovation and capability with
New Zealand’s Agribusiness sectors to meet the opportunities of
tomorrow’s markets

Enabling

Enabling transformational
innovative solutions across
agribusiness value chains

Supporting

Supporting future leaders and
capability programmes for
agribusiness

Leadership

“Thought Leadership“ initiating
and funding research and activities
that highlight serious issues likely
to impact the primary sector and
which warrant wider public debate
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Our Trustees

Tony Egan

Barry Brook

Sarah von Dadelszen

Richard Green

Chairman

Trustee

Trustee

Trustee

“The Grand Hall – NZ Parliament saw
AGMARDTs 30th birthday celebrated
in
style.
Many
attended,
with
founders foresight acknowledged and
achievements since applauded. Each year
our grants fulfil this legacy in new and
innovative ways, helping our food and
fibre industries meet the challenges of
today, doing homage to past endeavours.”

“It is fantastic to see emerging leaders
experiencing a life changing event. At
AGMARDT we see this happening quite
often especially when AGMARDT scholars
spend time off-shore and mix with a
variety of nationalities and cultures. The
depth and breadth of learning can indeed
be life changing.”

“The outside the square thinking is really
starting to take off with requests that look
truly transformational becoming more the
norm. It is so exciting to see how far we
have come in 30 years.”

“Having been a Trustee now for 3 years I
have seen on numerous occasions the
significant impact an AGMARDT grant
makes to an individual applicant or a
business and often a total industry. Being
an AGMARDT Trustee and helping shape
the future is very humbling but the most
rewarding role I have”.
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The Chairman and General Manager’s Report 2018
A significant and celebrated milestone was achieved this
year. For 30 years, AGMARDT has helped shape the future
of the primary sector, investing over $80m through 1,564
grants, for the benefit of the NZ primary sector and for New
Zealand as a whole.
The Trust was established by parliament in 1987, so it was
only fitting to celebrate our 30-year journey in the Grand
Hall, Parliament Buildings, hosted by the Associate Minister
of Agriculture, Hon Meka Whaitari. The turn out of invited
guests was excellent, reinforcing the significance of the
role and contribution AGMARDT makes to the agricultural
sector and to the benefit of New Zealand as a whole.
It is with pleasure that we report on a successful year to
June 2018 with a sound financial performance and a
significant contribution to the development of innovation
and capability within the New Zealand Agribusiness sector.
Financial Performance
Trustee adoption of a well-diversified and conservative
investment position for 2018 has resulted in a strong year
of growth for the AGMARDT Trust Fund. It is pleasing to
report a solid investment performance this year, returning
8.7% for the year ended 30 June 2018, outperforming the
benchmark returns of 8.5% over the same period.
At 30 June 2018, the Trust Fund stood at $91.7 million, up
from $88.5 million at the start of the year and remains well
ahead of the real capital level of $62.9 million and above
the upper Investment Reserve level of $78.56 million.
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This investment buffer, above real capital levels, has
provided Trustees with the confidence and commitment
to maintain a high level of funding of quality applications
that help shape the future of the primary sector. $4.75
million of grant funding was approved to year end 30 June
2018, compared with $3.97 million last year.
It is also pleasing to report that, given the balance of
investment funds continue to track above the Investment
Reserve level, Trustees have committed to a grant funding
level of up to $5.0 million for the year ending June 2019.
Operations
The AGMARDT Statement of Investment Policy and
Objectives has a long-term investment objective weighting
in favour of growth assets versus defensive asset classes.
However, in the current year, Trustees maintained a
well-diversified but conservative investment bias for
the medium term. The Board will continue to review the
strategic asset allocation periodically throughout the year
to manage and optimise investment returns.
A strategic focus on improving our ability to share our
success stories has resulted in the development of a
detailed communications strategy, a refreshed brand
blueprint, updated website and the launching of AGMARDT
under a new logo, “Future Shapers”.
Grant funding highlights from 2018 included a return to a
significant focus on Agribusiness Innovation Grants which
represented 47% of the total grants allocated.

Agribusiness Innovation Grants:
Encouraging
and
supporting
innovative
and
transformational solutions in agribusiness value chains, is
fundamental to AGMARDT’s mission and underpins Trustees
desire to help shape the future of New Zealand Agribusiness.
Highlights for 2018 included a partnership with Rural
Delivery with a twofold impact, being able to maintain TV
access for a rural programme and providing an avenue
to share AGMARDT success stories; The Sprout Agritech
Accelerator programme assisting 8 start-up companies
to enter the market; Whenua Ora, a national Maori
engagement programme to grow Maori capability within
land based industries; Lincoln Hub, with a Plant Protein
Hackathon, an outcome from a Te Hono project at Stanford
University; and Venture Southland in conjunction with
Functional Foods to develop alternative land use options
for high value foods.
Market Insight Investment Grants:
A continued strategic focus on understanding the
consumer and the need to produce what the customer
wants, created many challenging discussions for Trustees
during the year, as the pivot to funding customer insight
programmes became the priority.
Highlights for 2018 included Pāmu Deer Milk, a groundbreaking innovation in the food sector; Beef & Lamb NZ
with a major study of red meat consumers; The Meat
Industry Association assessment of chilled meat into
China; and a LANACO immersion programme in NE Asia.

Capability Development Grants:
Developing people capability is a foundation priority for
AGMARDT. The development of future leaders through
providing programmes that improve management,
leadership and governance skills in agribusiness, is
considered fundamental to the success of our primary
industries.
The promotion of the primary sector as a career choice
and the provision of career pathways is of significant
importance to the future of our primary industries. This is
reflected in the funding allocations made this year.
Highlights for 2018 include assistance to the ASB MAGS
Farm at Mount Albert Grammar in Auckland to help
develop their educational experience centre; St Pauls
Collegiate School to build an agribusiness curriculum
for New Zealand schools; Kellogg Rural Leadership
Alumni summit and an ongoing commitment to the NZ
Rural Leadership Trust for both Kellogg and Nuffield
programmes; Agri Women’s Development Trust; FMG
Young Farmers Contest; Young Horticulturalist of the Year
and our AGMARDT Executive Management and Leadership
Scholarships.
The Future
The primary sector is facing a rapidly changing business
environment, influenced by globalisation, climate and
environmental issues, changing land use, changing
consumer attitudes and demand, and increasing
regulation just to mention a few. To adapt, the primary

sector must be innovative and led by visionary people
who understand the need for a collaborative, pan sector
approach to providing a primary sector with a strong and
vibrant future on the global stage.
Innovation, understanding our customers and building
people capability remain the focus for 2019.

Tony Egan
Chairman

To support AGMARDT’s commitment to be a ‘Future
Shaper’ of New Zealand Agribusiness, the Trustees have
committed to provide an expected level of investment in
grants for the 2019 year of up to $5 million.
Governance
The AGMARDT Board comprises a group of dedicated
Trustees that have exceptional and very diverse primary
sector experience and broad range of governance skills,
coupled with absolute commitment to the values and
vison of AGMARDT.

Malcolm Nitschke
General Manager

Later this year, we will celebrate the outstanding
contribution that Barry Brook has made to AGMARDT both
as Trustee and past Chairperson. Barry will retire in August
after 8 years of dedicated service to AGMARDT
Finally, we would like to thank all Trustees and staff for their
commitment and valued contributions over the past year.
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2018 Highlights
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$91.70 $2.25
$4.75
million million million

108

80%

The Trust approved $4.75
million new grants during
2018

The value of the AGMARDT
Trust funds was $91.70
million at 30 June 2018

The trust granted
$2.25 million of
Agribusiness Innovation
grant during 2018

AGMARDT approved
108 grants applications
during 2018

The value of
Agribusiness
Innovation grants
increased in 2018 by
80% compared to 2017

27%

47%

13%

8.7%

27% of the grants
approved in 2018 were
Capability Development
Grants

47% of the total grants
approved in 2018
were Agribusiness
Innovation Grants

13% of the total value of
grants approved in 2018
were for Postdoctoral
Fellowships

The fund returned 8.7%
for the year against a
benchmark performance
of 8.5%
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Grants Approved
2018

2017

2016

2015

$2,251,233

$1,251,127

$2,218,447

$1,613,814

$610,000

$570,000

$665,000

$760,000

$0

$0

$0

$10,366

Market Insight Grants

$894,132

$800,176

$666,227

$1,080,430

Conference Grants

$161,772

$193,786

$163,090

$80,493

Capability Development Grants

$836,119

$1,160,386

$281,152

$1,211,697

$4,753,256

$3,975,475

$3,993,916

$4,756,800

Agribusiness Innovation Grants
Postdoctoral Fellowships
Visiting Fellowships Grants

Total Grants Approved

The figures above include grants awarded. Any adjustments to the grants will not be reflected in the above table

Summary of
Approved Grants 2018

Grants Segmented by Impact on
the Agribusiness Value Chain

18%
12%

53%

End Consumer/
Customer Service
& Support

Concept/Design/R&D

20%

Market & Sales

3%

Capability
Development Grants

Conference

47%

Agribusiness
Innovation Grants

19%
Market Insight
Grants

13%

9%
Procurement/Production/
Raw Manufacture

Postdoctoral
Fellowships

5%

1%

Operations/Processing/
Manufacture

Packaging/Warehouse &
Distribution
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Programmes
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Thought Leadership
Rural Delivery Partnership
In 2018 AGMARDT reviewed how it could more effectively
share success stories of those who received grant funding
in the primary sector. This lead to an agreement with the
television programme Rural Delivery for one off financial
assistance for the 2018 series.
Featuring success stories is important to both
demonstrate what AGMARDT is achieving through its
grant support and to share with a wider audience some
of the fantastic achievements that are happening within
the primary sector.
While there is a variety of rural media available, there
seemed to be a noticeable reduction in available TV
air time given to the primary sector good news stories

around innovation, best practices and sustainability
issues.
The proposed removal of NZ on Air funding for Rural
Delivery and the potential that the show may not have
been produced in 2018, created an opportunity for
AGMARDT to both assist with maintaining free to air
access to a wide primary and growing urban audience
with primary sector success stories, and provide another
valuable outlet to share more AGMARDT success stories,
improving the understanding of the importance of the
rural sector to the NZ economy, helping to create new
career paths and a better understanding of where our
food comes from.

“Showdown Productions and its Rural Delivery television programme is
enormously proud of its association with AGMARDT who helped ensure
that valuable stories from the primary sector continued to be brought to
air for the 2018 series.”

Episode 10 – Tomatoes & TPP

Episode 13 - MyApiary

Tracy Mika, Executive Producer of Rural Delivery

Episode 3 - Pastoral Robotics
2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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Agribusiness Innovation Grants
Auckland Bioengineering Institute and DairyNZ - Modelling the Effect of Rumen Biomechanics on Digestion
The rumen and its microbes are the engine that drives
ruminant production and health. While the microbial
and chemical aspects of rumen fermentation have been
well studied, the physical aspects of processing – mixing
and outflow of digesta, particle sorting and filtering and
the rumen contractions that drive these – are not well
understood. Recent work in New Zealand has shown that
these aspects are closely linked to methane emissions
and feed conversion efficiency in both sheep and
cattle. The work completed by University of Auckland
developed the first three-dimensional map of rumen

shape, contraction patterns and digesta mixing in sheep
using a combination of ultrasound and CT scanning of
live animals and computer simulation techniques.
The long-term vision is to integrate simulation models
of the physical and chemical aspects of rumen
fermentation so that we can understand how factors
such as feed properties, rumen fill, feeding frequency
affect throughput and efficiency. The work has already
provided interesting insights into the role of rumen size
on methane emissions and the role of the reticulum in
regulating particle outflow from the rumen.

“With AGMARDTs support we were
able to assemble a team that
brought together expertise in rumen
physiology, medical imaging, and
computational modelling from the
Auckland Bioengineering Institute,
DairyNZ and AgResearch to complete
this ground-breaking work.
AGMARDT funding was also crucial
for supporting the PhD studies of
Stephen Waite who carried out the
measurements and modelling.”
Vinod Suresh, Senior Lecturer, Auckland Bioengineering
Institute, University of Auckland

CT scanning section of rumen
(grey) with three-dimensional
reconstruction of rumen shape
overlaid.
CT scanning section of sheep showing rumen outline. Colours
indicate the speed of digesta flow as the rumen contracts (red is
faster and green slower).
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Cannasouth Plant Research - CBD - Fractionation Research
Cannasouth Plant Research (ex Gentec Plant Research
Limited) is a biopharmaceutical, research company
based at Waikato Innovation Park, Ruakura, Hamilton.
Cannasouth has been established to focus on the
research of medically beneficial attributes of cannabinoid
compounds such as CBD - THC and associated chemical
structures that are produced by the plant.
Cannasouth working in collaboration with Waikato
University and with funding support from AGMARDT has
now produced New Zealand’s first Ministry of Health
approved pharmaceutical grade purity cannabinoid CBD
- CDBA - THC isolate extracts. Using raw plant material
sourced from its Waikato based industrial hemp breeding
programmes, Cannasouth has laid a solid foundation
in the ongoing development of the nascent medical
cannabis research sector in New Zealand. This Masters

Study on CBD - Fractionation Research, was leveraged
off the first ever New Zealand based cannabinoid Super
Critical Co2 Fluid extraction trial that Cannasouth
conducted with support from Callaghan Innovation.
Worldwide research on cannabinoid compounds is
showing genuine efficacy regards positive outcomes for
human and animal health across a number of disease
models. This is an exciting emerging area of medical
research with cannabinoid delivery system technologies
and the science that underpins them being a key area
Cannasouth is now focusing research on. Issues such as
Bioavailability, Nano-formulation and Lipo Encapsulation
of CBD show that there is clear potential for improved
formulations and delivery methods that will increase the
bioavailability of CBD while decreasing the production of
undesirable metabolites.

“Having AGMARDT as a research funding partner has made a substantial
difference regards getting this research project off the ground”.
Nic Foreman, Director of Research at Cannasouth

2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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BCC Ltd - Sprout Agritech Accelerator
Sprout backs bold agritech businesses and entrepreneurs
who MOVE FAST, THINK BIG and are committed to building
solutions for problems that reach from farm to fork. Their
goal is to find the technologies and start-ups that can have
a transformational impact on the primary industries. Their
focus is on helping them solve the biggest challenges
to company growth, distribution and high margin
monetization.
Annually, Sprout scouts the globe for both New Zealand
and International agritech businesses, to select between 8
- 12 companies to participate in the five-month accelerator.
Throughout the accelerator, the companies have access
to Sprout’s partner network, which offers opportunities
for global distribution and marketing partnerships in over
130 countries, as well as access to world-class advice and
mentoring from successful entrepreneurs and business
leaders.
AGMARDT is one of these business leaders and a member
of the Selection Committee, helping to select the cohort,
as well as connect entrepreneurs with relevant industry
contacts.

“AGMARDT is the most important seed funder of innovation and capability
development in New Zealand. They are critical in helping deliver the part
of the accelerator which is consistently ranked the most important by
entrepreneurs - the one on one advisory work, which helps the companies
get their innovations into the market.”
James Bell-Booth, Accelerator Manager, Sprout Agritech Accelerator
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Whenua Kura - Whenau ORA - National Maori Engagement Programme
Hapaitia te ara tika pumau ai te rangatiratanga mo nga uri whakatipu.
Foster the pathway of knowledge to strength, independence and growth for future generations.
Whenua Kura is a collective enterprise between iwi,
government and industry for the collective benefit of
growing Māori capability and capacity in the land-based
industries.
Based in Christchurch, the charitable trust operates
nationally to engage young Māori into study and careers
through its integrated pipeline approach: Ora, Ako, Mahi
– Engage, Educate, Employ. AGMARDT provides funding
support to Whenua Kura’s Ora national Māori engagement
programme designed to engage with rangatahi to
showcase the variety of career options available in the

primary sector. The team attends careers expo’s and
industry events throughout the country as well as a
programme of school visits.
In partnership with Careers NZ and the Tertiary Education
Commission, Whenua Kura host a number of ‘Poutama
Whenua Industry Big Day Out’ events for secondary
students. These events are designed to promote, inspire and
explore career options and job opportunities in the primary
industries. In May 50 students from Christchurch schools got
the opportunity to take a closer look at the dairy industry
including a field trip to the Fonterra plant in Darfield.

“Thanks to AGMARDT we have
been able to develop our Whenua
Ora programme as the “gateway”
to a primary sector career for our
rangitahi who are the potential
industry leaders of the future”.
Liz McElhinney Pou Kupe, National Delivery
Manager, Whena Kura

2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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Lincoln Hub Ltd - Power on Plant Protein Hackathon
Te Hono was the start – an unlikely group who focused on
a project at Stanford focused on stepping up innovation
in agriculture and taking it exponential, recognising
New Zealand agribusiness needs to go faster and land
innovation impact faster.
The first step, a Hackathon to connect the agribusiness
innovation ecosystem focused on how we might “Feed
the World in 2030 using the Power of Plants”. Lincoln
Hub, now Blink Innovation, took the lead as both manager
and lead sponsor and secured funding and sponsorship
with AGMARDT, FAR, Callaghan Innovation, Plant and Food
Research and New World.

New connections were established, and it has got industry
talking. It has created new opportunities and real energy
around Lincoln Hub and agrifood innovation.
Best Overall: Global Growth Award - Proteam – not all
proteins are created equal. Make menu planning easy
for nutritionists for aged and sick with targeted protein
combinations
Sustainability Award - Betterwhey – unlocking value in NZ
pastures by converting plants to whey protein alternatives.
Out-of-the-Box Award - Lightfoods – a platform with AR/
VR for the world’s largest farmers market.

The Hackathon attracted scientists, students, industry,
tech, food, farmers and growers, Agri consultants and those
passionate about the topic. The event was concluded
with a pitch event with industry, science, government and
education invited to participate – Minister Megan Woods
opened the evening.

“The support from AGMARDT made the “Power of Plants Hackathon”
possible. Without this we would not have been able to make this event
happen and provided the Agriculture, Science and Education industry
the opportunity to experience this way of framing and solving problems.
The new connections made have been utilised across many events and
initiatives. Thank you for the support.”
Toni Laming, CEO, Blinc Innovation
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ABNZ (Advanced Biotech NZ) - Bovine Hide Collagen for the US Wound-Care Market
ABNZ (Advanced Biotech NZ) was established in May 2016
to develop a bovine collagen operation in NZ to support
the US wound-care market. The impetus came from parties
in the US who recognised the emerging need for safe bio
materials where traceability to safe herds was essential.
US FDA has released guidelines around the risk of BSE
(mad cow disease) where bio materials sourced from
controlled herds are favoured.
In the US there are 5 million patients per year that suffer
from chronic wounds where collagen materials are used to
accelerate healing.

Rob Powell & Brendon Green

ABNZ has undertaken extensive research in the US wound
care market and has developed a process to manufacture
Type I Pharmaceutical Grade Collagen from hides.
Collagen powder was selected as the beach head product
into the US market that currently sells for US$29 per gram.
Research undertaken in the US suggests that the wholesale
price is in the region of US$2 to US$4 / gram.

“We are very grateful for the support
from AGMARDT and we are hopeful
the momentum continues to build
from here. If we are successful in
being able to turn a cow hide into a
high value pharmaceutical product
with customers in the US and
beyond, then the red meat sector in
NZ looks a little brighter”.
Brendon Green, Founder – Advanced Biotech NZ

Scott Massey & Brendon Green

Scott Massey & Brendon Green

2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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Venture Southland – Technical Product Research & Development
Venture Southland, the Southland regional economic
and community development agency and New Zealand
Functional Foods have taken a leading and innovative
pathway in creating viable and sustainable alternate landuse options for the region while establishing a new high
value, high health industry for Southland.
Oats is something that Southland grows particularly well.
In fact, the region produces some of the highest quality and
highest yields globally. The focus has been on developing
a high value use for oats that provide value back to
farmers, creating viable and sustainable alternate land use
option and the creation of a new industry for Southland,
diversifying the regional economy.
The AGMARDT grant enabled Venture Southland and New
Zealand Functional Foods to access global expertise to
undertake the development of product formulations for 10
new products and undertaking scale product trail runs with
Tetra Pak in Singapore. They were able to gain access to
global beverage and formulations experts, which enabled
a compressed development timeframe and outcomes that
meet with highest standards and retention of the products
health properties.
This work is a critical stage in allowing investment into this
industry. Venture Southland and New Zealand Functional
Foods are currently working with investors to develop this
exciting diversification and high value opportunity.

“AGMARDT support has enabled us to access world leading expertise to
build the foundations of a new industry and land-use option for Southland
and New Zealand.”
Alistair Adam Business Services Manager, Venture Southland
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Market Insight Grants
Meat Industry Australia (MIA) - Assessment of Downstream Supply Chain for Chilled Meat in China
China’s growing demand for safe, quality food has positioned
it as New Zealand’s largest market for sheepmeat and
second largest market for beef with a total of NZ$2.1 billion
for the year ending Dec 2017. It is however a challenging
market with a number of issues that prevent the industry
from fully capitalising on the market potential. In addition,
unlike traditional markets like UK and Europe, chilled meat
is a relatively new product category and there is still much to
be learned about the market’s ability to handle this type of
time and temperature sensitive product.

“Without AGMARDTs assistance, it would have been challenging to gather
this information in a consistent manner so that the key findings can have
relevance and applicability to the entire meat industry today and into the
future.”
Sirma Karapeeva, Trade & Economic Manager, Meat Industry Association

The project focused on gaining a deeper understanding of
China’s port clearance and in-market supply, distribution
and cold chain capability for chilled meat. It helped to
assess current supply chains and to identify risks that need
to be managed to either minimise food safety and quality
risks or capture new business opportunities.
The project tracked and mapped 33 chilled meat
shipments from New Zealand through to the final point
of sale in China. This helped to validate the port clearance
procedures and timeframes and the cold chain integrity
along the distribution chain. It also identified a few areas
of risk that need some attention. In addition, the project
provided some insights into consumer perceptions of New
Zealand chilled meat and its positioning against major
competitors.
2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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Landcorp Farming Limited – Deer Milk Market Entry Plan and Customer Insights
Pāmu (brand name for Landcorp) is at the forefront of
transforming New Zealand farming, it leads innovation in
farming to help counter the fluctuations of large volume,
traditional commodity-producing agriculture. Pāmu’s
size and scale mean they can try things that other farmers
cannot and forge a way for new industries.
Deer milk’s rich nutritional profile lends itself to foodservice,
but components important for skincare, like proactive
and beneficial properties, have been identified. There are
various vitamins which suggests deer milk could be used for
personal care and nutraceutical applications.
Pāmu Deer Milk is a world first ingredient, showcasing
ground breaking innovation in the New Zealand food
industry. Chefs across New Zealand are excited to work
with a brand new ingredient, one which brings something

truly innovative and unique to their menus. Pamu Deer
Milk is currently selling to a number of leading Auckland
and Wellington restaurants and will launch in Australia in
September.
During the first stage this meant proving that deer milk
could be processed and verifying its gross composition.
Deer milk was shown to be a nutrient dense milk and
market insights validated the potential for deer in food
service, skin care, and nutraceutical applications.”
The second phase funding from AGMARDT allowed Pamu
to test their food service proposition with New Zealand’s
best chefs and led to Pāmu commercialising the product
in June 2018 and winning the Fieldays Grassroots
Innovation award.

“AGMARDT has provided invaluable support through two stages of the deer
milk project. As an industry, agriculture needs to be changing and evolving
what we produce in response to consumer demand. Pāmu Deer Milk is one
of the ways that Pāmu is investing in innovation, with like-minded partners
like AGMARDT, to take the milk industry forward.”
Steve Carden, CEO, Pāmu
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Lanaco - Development of N.E. Asia In-Market Collaboration and Executive Immersion
Lanaco Ltd is a developer and manufacturer of filters that
utilizes New Zealand wool as its core technology based on
this natural fibre platform. Lanaco has global ambitions to
protect the health and well-being of everyone around the
world through the uses of its innovative wool-based filters
in every part of life.
Its headquarters in Auckland integrated together offices,
labs and factory production under one roof accelerating
commercialization to the market. It is a highly specialized
centre of excellence and innovation of clean air technology
able to customize filtration materials for both air and liquid
applications utilizing coarse wool and fine wool.
The AGMARDT immersion grant funding enabled Lanaco
to meet, establish and develop deeper relationships
with a range of key influencers overseas, in particularly

for Asia. Over 25 key influencers spanning across ‘from
farm to market’ spectrum of stakeholders were covered,
that included industrial designers, test-labs, regulators,
distributors, investors, appliance manufacturers,
technology suppliers and farm-owners. This included
The National Quality Supervision and Testing Centre
for Personal Protective Equipment in Beijing and
antipollution face mask distributors in Xiamen city. During
the immersion journey, a better understanding of the
differences in social, business cultures and practices was
gained, which initiated preparations on protection of the
brand, technology-designs, manufacturing processes,
trademarks, trade-secrets and IP as part of a disciplined
approach for going global. This also included ‘on-farm’
level with the sheep genetics that produces the best wool
attributes for air filters developed in a dedicated sheep
breeding programme.

“AGMARDT’s support gave us the opportunity to be in front of overseas influencers and develop a meaningful
relationship with them, and spark new ideas that develop into tangible projects and outcomes for our business
and for New Zealand. We are now exploring new filter formulations into new product categories, such as medical
materials and for ventilation, with influencers we met during the programme. The feedback from the market is
positive, they are asking us to expand our product portfolio into their applications. This process was accelerated
only because of support from partners like AGMARDT”
Dr Samuel Yu, Head of Business & Marketing, Lanaco
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B+LNZ - Understanding the Consumers of NZ Red Meat Today
To effectively connect the Red Meat Story to consumers
we need an in-depth understanding of who the end
consumers are. We need to understand the values, needs
and motivations of these consumers, what is making them
tick, what’s important to them, and what type of experience
they expect when they purchase premium food products.
B+LNZ ability to generate and effectively use this knowledge
is a key component of their future market development
programme. Funding from AGMARDT enabled B+LNZ to
undertake the first significant consumer-lead research
project under the market development action plan
launched in November 2016.

“The support from AGMARDT enabled
a programme of much deeper
market research than previously
possible. We now have a greater
understanding of who is buying our
products, what are the needs and
motivations that inspire them to
purchase New Zealand red meat, and
most importantly what are the future
trends so we can align our value chain
to meet the consumer of tomorrow”
Nick Beeby, General Manager - Market Development,
B+LNZ
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The research enabled the development of a global set of
consumer personas that capture and quantify their needs,
the channels they use and more specifically the contexts
in which they purchase and experience New Zealand
red meat. The personas support and have enabled the
development of Taste Pure Nature, and will allow the
sector to connect the right messages to the consumers
who will value them the most.
The research insights will inform how B+LNZ alert the
consumer to how well their product matches their need
and creates a platform for predicting the trends and needs
of tomorrow’s consumer.

GROWING WITH OUR CONSUMERS

CONSUMER SEGMENTS
CONSCIOUS
FOODIES

ENGAGED
ASPIRANTS

PASSIVE
ASPIRANTS

Engaged Aspirants are reasonably happy to cook for
others. They like to learn about new cultures and try
new things though they are just as likely to stick with
what they know.

Passive Aspirants enjoy spending time with friends and
family, and are inclined to live by the saying, “everything
in moderation”. This segment has an eye on today’s
food concerns but they’re not as confident in the
kitchen.

CONFIDENT
CARNIVORES

CRUISEY
CONSUMERS

CONVENIENCE
SEEKERS

Confident Carnivores celebrate meat in quantity. Meat
is the main ingredient in the meals they cook and they
have a strong belief that a higher quality cut of meat
makes for a tastier meal.

Cruisey Consumers are concerned about price.
They give very little thought to the wider system
within which cooking and eating exists.

Convenience Seekers rely on convenience products
and equipment to simplify meal preparation. When
Convenience Seekers have time, they will often prepare
a more complex meal.

Conscious Foodies seek out new food experiences.
They are passionate about food and like to express
themselves creatively with food preparation. They enjoy
committing time to their craft.

Capability Development Grants
ASB MAGS Farm - Mount Albert Grammar School Foundation ASB MAGS Farm Experience Centre
The ASB MAGS Farm Experience Centre Project is the
construction of educational facility and redevelopment
of the ASB MAGS (Mount Albert Grammar School) farm,
to showcase the Agri-food and Fibre industries. The
ultimate goal of our project is to increase the amount of
students in NZ studying agriculture, horticulture, food
technology and agribusiness in secondary schools,
and progressing into Agri-food and Fibre tertiary study.
Having a model farm based at NZ’s biggest school allows
a great setting for the advancement of the Agribusiness
course in Auckland. Being 10 mins from the CBD, having
60 direct neighbours and existing in the environmentally
sensitive catchment of Mount Eden, Mount Albert and
Three Kings, there is no better place to help bridge the
Urban-Rural divide.

The ASB MAGS Farm Agri-food and Fibre Experience Centre
received a Capability Development grant from AGMARDT
for the employment of a development manager. This
has allowed the project to have someone accountable
for creating the educational experience, establishing
relationships with Agri-food and Fibre businesses, the
community and having school engagement – which are
all important parts of the project.

Peter Brice & Mark Heer

The success of the project is not the quality of the
building or redevelopment of the farm, but the emotional
connection created with students and visitors. The
connection can only be developed by the teachers, the
community, industry and government working together
with NZ’s future Agri-food and Fibre leaders.

“AGMARDT have yet again set the benchmark for supporting an important
primary industry project. The importance being placed on uncovering
our future leaders, be it from a city or the country, gives us belief that the
project will succeed.”

Peter Brice

Peter Brice, Experience Centre Development Manager, ASB MAGS Farm
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Kellogg Rural Leadership Programme - Lincoln University - Kellogg Alumni Summit
The Kellogg Alumni Summit event held in May 2017, was the
platform to launch the Kellogg Rural Leadership Programme
alumni engagement programme, a long term desired initiative
to reconnect and activate the potential of its 750 plus alumni &
recognise significant programme milestones.
AGMARDT recognises the value of the alumni engagement
programme to drive some of the other outcomes supported with
the NZ Rural Leadership Trust and for the industry.
Inspired by disrupting the old and taking a new approach, the
Summit format was unique in that four inspiring leadership
keynotes were interspersed with presentations from clustered
alumni groups, sharing the evolution of leadership environments,
styles & learnings, reflecting shifts across the three plus decades.
Course 1 1979, eight of who attended the 2017 Kellogg Summit

“The summit was a fantastic follow up to
the Kellogg Rural Leadership programme.
It was great to meet fellow alumni and be
inspired by their journeys, while gaining
fantastic insights from the diverse range of
high quality speakers we were fortunate to
have. It was a very worthwhile event and I
am looking forward to the next event”
Sarah Crofoot, Kellogg Summit Participant
25
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Course 35, 2017 – the next group of alumni

The New Zealand Rural Leadership Trust - NZ Rural Leadership Trust 3 years (2018)
AGMARDT have provided NZ Rural Leadership Trust with advice and financial support
for the establishment and brand development of the New Zealand Rural Leadership
Trust (“Rural Leaders”) and the brand refresh of its flagship programmes - the Nuffield
Scholarships and Kellogg Rural Leadership Programmes.
As a result of setting up as a Charitable Trust in June 2017, the administration services
transferred from Lincoln University to Rural Leaders own IT, financial and administration
systems retaining an office base on the Lincoln campus.
The new organisation brand and concept of leading from the middle provided the
umbrella for brand consistency with the two programmes but retaining essential
components of each brand through visuals. A new central website was developed and
launched drawing on the branding but maintaining two ‘shop fronts’ for marketing.

Nuffield Scholarship Programme
• Global focus and experiential
• 5 Scholarships per year
• 12 month programme
• 18 weeks overseas travel

Kellogg Rural Leadership Programme
• National focus & multi sector
• 2 intakes per year
• 24 participants per course
• 17 days over 6 months

‘Leading from the middle’ is about authenticity and leading through action while inspiring
others to step up.

“AGMARDTs’ support provided the security to invest in
the structure and branding and the platform to take the
organisation and its programmes to the next level and
continue to deliver leaders for the food & fibre industry
and the rural sector”
Anne Hindson, General Manager, New Zealand Rural Leadership Trust
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St Paul’s Collegiate School - Strategic Business Partner
In 2014, St Paul’s Collegiate School set about establishing
an agribusiness programme to meet the primary industry’s
need for engaged, well-qualified and capable young people
who are enthusiastic about their career opportunities in
the rural sector.
St Paul’s has worked with sector leaders and organisations
including AGMARDT and twelve other business partners,
to develop a new agribusiness programme suitable for
teaching 16-18 year olds at secondary schools NCEA levels
2 and 3.
In conjunction with the Ministry of Education, St Paul’s has
successfully:
• trialled the agribusiness programme in ten secondary
schools throughout New Zealand,
• written and registered seven agribusiness
achievement standards on the New Zealand
Qualification Framework,
• re-contextualised existing NCEA level 2 and 3 learning
programmes into agribusiness contexts,
• assisted 39 schools to teach an agribusiness
programme in their school in 2018, and
• established an advisory group involving key
representatives from across the primary sector.
In July, St Paul’s won the Prime Minister’s Education
Excellence Award for ‘Excellence in Leading - Atakuru Award’
for their collaboration with primary sector businesses in
devising an innovative agribusiness programme for Year
12 and 13 students. This has resulted in the school leading
change within the primary industries and education sectors.
27
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Year 12 Agribusiness fieldtrip to see the business Rawhiti Pork
to look at their future proofing management practice to farm
pork sustainably.

“AGMARDTs funding has enabled St
Paul’s Collegiate School to deliver
on their promise to create an
engaging agribusiness programme
for tertiary-qualified students.
This programme is now not only
available at St Paul’s, but is being
taught in 38 secondary schools
throughout New Zealand. Almost
1000 students are currently learning
agribusiness which, in time, will see
significant benefits for the country’s
agri sector. This could never have
been achieved without the support
of AGMARDT.”
Grant Lander, Headmaster St Paul’s Collegiate
School

Year 13 Agribusiness fieldtrip to see the business Taupo Beef and
Lamb to look at their future proofing management practices to
farm under a nitrogen cap

Executive Management Scholarships
In 2018 AGMARDT launched the Executive Management
Scholarship programme, designed specifically to provide
a transformative experience through exposure to global
markets and domestic and international management
training opportunities, for forward thinking, talented and
motivated individuals.
The objective of this programme is to encourage
transformational change within New Zealand
Agribusinesses by providing an opportunity to place
talented individuals in a chosen international market
place or a recognised executive training opportunity, to
deliver a transformative experience that will encourage
personal development, long term commitment and
benefits to NZ Agribusiness.

The AGMARDT Executive Management Scholarship
provides an opportunity for any successful agribusiness
applicant to:
• achieve their potential through a personalised
development plan that will motivate, inspire and
transform;
• develop and advance their management and
leadership capability and expertise;
• participate in management, leadership programmes
that make a positive difference to agribusiness and
are aligned with AGMARDTs strategic interests;
• gain international market experiences that will inspire
and promote transformational change within New
Zealand Agribusiness value chains; and
• commit to a career within NZ Agribusiness.

2018 Scholarship Winner
Guy Blundell
Guy Blundell is the Managing Director for Compass Agribusiness Management based in
Arrowtown. He is passionate about the development of leadership in the agriculture sector
and through the support of AGMARDTs Executive Management Scholarship attended the
Melbourne Business School’s Advanced Management Program. The two-week intensive
program allowed Guy to further enhance his leadership and governance skills and to lead the
agricultural sector in what is a complex, ever-evolving and dynamic environment.

“The support AGMARDT provided me meant that I was
able to attend the highly regarded program which was
delivered by a world-class faculty.”
2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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AGMARDT Leadership Scholarships

Belinda Price
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Paul Martin

Belinda received support from AGMARDT to complete
several governance-based programmes. She is currently
undertaking the Kelloggs Rural Leadership Programme.
Belinda’s ambitions are to complete her training over
the next few years and take this knowledge further in the
primary sector. She would like to do more industry good
promotion and work with people in the primary sectors in
some format whether starting another business or highlevel employment within the industry.

Paul was the 2017 NZ Dairy Rural Professional of the Year,
recognising his work as a Dairy Farm Business and Nutrition
Consultant. He holds a variety of governance positions
within the Dairy, Beef, and Bee industries. Paul has used the
AGMARDT Scholarship to continue his governance training by
completing a number of Institute of Directors courses. At the
completion of the scholarship Paul hopes to be in a position
to sit the Institute of Directors Chartered membership exams.

“I am truly humbled to have been chosen
to receive a scholarship from AGMARDT,
thank you so much. I’m now gaining
new leadership skills to tell the story of
agriculture from the grass roots”.

“I am passionate about the Primary
Industries in New Zealand, and
AGMARDT has given me the opportunity
to fast track my skills development so
that I can make a strong contribution to
the continued success of the industries
with which I am involved”

Tim Saunders

Tim Saunders works for Kono NZ LP as Commercialisation
Manager. He received a Leadership Scholarship in October
2017 and used the scholarship to attend an executive
leadership course at Melbourne Business School in 2018.
Attending the course allowed Tim to gain a deeper
understanding of who he is as a leader.

“The knowledge, tools and networks
I have developed have reinforced my
desire and drive to help connect our
agricultural and horticultural sectors with
the consumer AGMARDT has invested
in my future – this is on its own is very
motivating”.

Zachary Mounsey

Zach has had a keen interest in agriculture from a very
young age. After graduating he worked in finance and
economics for Fonterra and DairyNZ before making the
move to full-time farming. After completing the Kellogg
Rural Leadership Programme in 2015, Zach was keen
to continue on with his personal development journey.
Zach was awarded a Leadership Scholarship to assist
him in his professional development beyond the farm.
This took Zach overseas giving him a global perspective
on agriculture with long lasting alliances. Going forward
Zach is focused on further development, whilst gaining
a deeper market understanding of the agricultural value
chain before seeking further representative and ultimately
leadership positions himself.

“The AGMARDT scholarship allowed me to
reset myself and strengthen my strategic
thinking, my business, and ultimately, my
contribution to our primary sector. For
this I am incredibly grateful.”

Julian Gaffaney
Julian is a Farm Management Consultant based in
Ashburton, has a Science degree from Lincoln University
and is a twice Young Farmer of the year Grand finalist, and
a Kellogg Rural Leadership scholar. With an intention to
broaden and develop his own governance and leadership
skills Julian has used the support of the AGMARDT
Leadership Development Scholarship to attend the IAgrM
Leadership Development Programme in the UK, which has
three separate weeks based in Cirencester at the Royal Ag
University, Brussels near the EU, and in London based in
Westminster.

“The International nature and context of
the program I attended have enabled me
to Internationalise my thinking, as well as
gain a much better external view of New
Zealands Ag & food sector production,
where the coming challenges are, and
insight into how we must navigate and
transform in order to succeed in the face
of these challenges’’
2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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It’s the 50th anniversary of the
agricultural contest which was first
held in Auckland in 1969. Former
winners and finalists were among a
400 strong crowd which gathered at
the dinner in Invercargill.
The Trustees wish to congratulate
Logan Wallace (South Otago sheep
farmer) on being named the 50th FMG
Young Farmer of the year. He took out
the converted title in front of the crowd
of 1,000 people in Invercargill.

The 2018 FMG Young Farmer Contest – 50th Years

AGMARDT Board of Trustees with winner Logan Wallace

Logan Wallace with Minister Damien O’Connor

“I’m absolutely ecstatic. Being named the FMG Young Farmer of the
Year has always been a dream of mine.”
Logan Wallace
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AGMARDT Agribusiness Challenge

AGMARDT Agribusiness Breakfast

The AGMARDT Market Innovation Challenge is an integral, compulsory activity within the
FMG Young Farmer of the Year. It has been designed to test the Grand Final Contestants.

The 2018 AGMARDT Agri-Business Breakfast held in Invercargill as part of the FMG Young
Farmers Competition was a wonderful opportunity to hear from successful business
leaders as they shared their insights and perspectives on the theme for this year “Future
Shaping”. The panel speakers included Joanne Kerslake, AbacusBio, Hamish Fraser, Fraser
Group and Stefan Korn, CEO, Creative HQ Limited.

This year the AGMARDT Agribusiness Challenge was won by Patrick Crawshaw who received
a career development package worth $15,000.

Andrew Crawshw and AGMARDT Chair Tony Egan
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Young Viticulturist of The Year Competition 2018

The AGMARDT grant contributed to further growth of
this important competition which helps grow the future
leaders of the New Zealand wine industry. 2018 was the
biggest competition to date with a sixth region added,
providing the opportunity for even more young vits around
the country to take part and benefit from the programme.
Education Days are run around the regions prior to the
competitions to get contestants into study mode as
well as provide them with more valuable networking
opportunities, increase their confidence and give them a
sense of pride and belonging to the industry.

The winner and NZ Young Viticulturist of the Year 2018
is Annabel Bulk from Felton Road, Central Otago. The
AGMARDT grant also provided a $5,000 travel scholarship
for the national winner. This is a wonderful opportunity for
them to visit an international winemaking region and learn
about other varieties, challenges and vineyard techniques
which they can use to improve or protect the quality of
New Zealand vineyards.

2017 Young Viticulturist of the Year, Tim Adams, used his
scholarship for an invaluable visit to the wine regions in
South Australia.

“My travel through South Australia
highlighted the importance of using the
viticultural successes and failures of the
past to inform our vineyard practices in
the future.”
Tim Adams

“We really appreciate the recognition and support AGMARDT gives the Young Viticulturist of the Year competition. It
enables us to grow future leaders and a strong industry network, highly important to the continued success of the wine
industry, now New Zealand’s fifth largest export industry.”
Nicky Grandorge, National Co-Ordinator, Young Viticulturist of the Year
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Royal NZ Institute of Horticulture Education Trust

Pippa Lucas

Shanna Hickling with Malcolm Nitschke

AGMARDT Market Innovation Project

2017 Young Horticulturist of the Year

AGMARDT sponsors the AGMARDT Market Innovation Project which is an integral,
compulsory activity within the Young Horticulturist of the Year competition. It requires
the finalists to research and write a business and marketing plan for a new and innovative
horticultural product or concept. The challenge is designed to stretch contestants’
abilities to come up with future thinking ideas that adds value to the industry. The finalists
complete the projects in their own time, over an eight-week period. They then present
their project to a panel of judges during the competition grand final.

The Young Horticulturist of the year Competition has an important role in developing future
young leaders across the spectrum of the horticultural sectors involved.
The 2017 Young Horticulturist of the year winner was Shanna Hickling who became the third
woman in 13 years to win horticultures top Award

The 2017 AGMARDT Market Innovation Project winner was Pippa Lucas from Auckland for
her idea:- A blog/vlog designed to raise youth awareness about a career in horticulture.

As a partnering sponsor of the Young Horticulturalist competition and committing continued support, AGMARDT is
ensuring the ongoing success of this competition. We at the RNZIH Education Trust are indebted to AGMARDT for
this support and look forward to this continued partnership that enables young people to innovate and grow.
Elle Anderson, Chairperson Royal NZ Institute of Horticulture Education Trust
2017/2018 AGMARDT ANNUAL REPORT
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POST-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

CONFERENCE SUPPORT

VISITING FELLOWSHIPS

Post-Doctoral Fellowships build research capabilities
within New Zealand’s science community in new and
expanding areas of research within the agricultural,
horticultural and forestry sectors.

AGMARDT provides funding assistance for businesses or
industry groups to bring international keynote speakers
and experts to New Zealand to facilitate the early adoption
of innovative ideas and improved business practices.

During the year we received 20 applications for two PostDoctoral Fellowship positions.

AGMARDT provided assistance to 21 industry groups and
other organisations to the value of $161,772

Visiting Fellowships enable visits by recognised international
experts to New Zealand to share their global expertise with
researchers, farmers, industry groups and agribusinesses.
Visiting Fellows usually come to New Zealand for two to
three short visits over 12 to 18 months to look at a specific
area of strategic interest to agribusiness and the scientific
community.

Post-Doctoral fellowships were awarded in:
• Developing F1 hybrid technologies for enhanced
ryegrass performance
• Improving biosecurity risk analysis methods for NZ
agriculture
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Fund Management
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AGMARDT Real Capital Level and Trust Funds
(June 1993 to June 2018)
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The New Zealand economy continued to expand over the
financial year, however shifts in the economic landscape are
expected to result in economic growth moderating in the
medium term. Past drivers of economic growth, such as net
migration and tourism activity, came off their peaks over the
financial year. Furthermore, business sentiment has fallen
sharply post the New Zealand election and have remained low,
with businesses citing increased cost pressure and difficulties
in investment decision making on the back of uncertain policy
direction. However strong terms of trade, future fiscal spending,
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The AGMARDT Trust Funds totalled $91.7 million as
at 30 June 2018, up from $88.5 million at the end of
June 2017. As illustrated in the chart, the Trust Fund
remains well ahead of the real Capital Level of $62.9
million and above the Upper Investment Reserve
Level of $78.6 million.
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AGMARDTs Trust Fund experienced another strong
year of growth for the financial year ending June
2018. The Fund returned 8.7% for the financial year
against a benchmark performance of 8.5% over the
same period. The Fund performed well over the year
as global economic growth continued to strengthen
despite rising geopolitical tensions.
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FUNDS PERFORMANCE FOR THE
YEAR ENDING 30 JUNE 2018

Portfolio Value (NZD million)
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the fall in the New Zealand Dollar (NZD) and accommodative
financial conditions provided by the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand (RBNZ) are expected to underpin the continued
expansion of the New Zealand economy.
The RBNZ kept the Official Cash Rate (OCR) unchanged over the
financial year, with the current rate at 1.75%. The introduction
of a dual mandate to manage both employment and inflation is
expected to see the RBNZ maintain a cautious monetary policy
strategy until a sustained pickup in inflation is observed.

Investment Strategy
Over the course of the year, ANZ Wealth Management
was terminated and the Trustees appointed Nikko Asset
Management as managers of the New Zealand equities.
While ANZ Wealth Management had generated strong
investment returns since it was appointed, the manager’s
ability to continue to produce strong returns following the
departure of key staff was a concern. The manager was

Asset Allocation as at June 2018

reviewed, and the Trustees agreed to terminate.
In order to preserve the current value of the portfolio for
the uncertainties in the market and maintain its capacity to
donate, the Trust remains well diversified but positioned
conservatively in the medium term. The current portfolio is
positioned defensively relative to the longer term Strategic
Asset Allocation (SAA), which was agreed to in 2012, to be
invested in 60% growth assets and 40% defensive assets.

Strategic
Asset Allocation (%)

Actual Allocation (%)

Growth Assets
• Global Equities (Hedged to NZD)

30

25.0

• New Zealand Equities

10

7.0

• Property

10

8.6

• Growth Alternatives

10

10.2

60

50.8

• International Fixed Interest (Hedged NZD)

25

22.1

• New Zealand fixed interest & Cash

10

16.1

5

11.0

40

49.2

Defensive Assets

• Defensive Alternative Assets

AGMARDTs investment managers at the end of the year were JANA Investment Advisers, ANZ, Nikko Asset Management, Bentham Asset Management and
Hastings Fund Management.
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Grants Approved for the Year ending June 2018
AGRIBUSINESS INNOVATION GRANTS
Mamaku Blue NZ: Antoxidant Blueberry Cream
A18001: $19,985
Torere Macadamias Limited: International Macadamia
Research Symposium
A18002: $7,855
Catalyst Limited: Non Evasive Evaluation of Early Diet on
Mammary Development
A18003: $70,520
Agri-Women’s Development Trust (AWDT): Sustainable
Farming Fund Research Grant and Support Funding
A18004: $52,500

Whenua Kura: Whenau ORA - National Maori Engagement
Programme
A18011: $300,000
Ceratech Limited: Revolutionary Process for Manufacturing
Drawn-wax Bee Frames
A18012: $20,000
AgFirst Consultants Limited: Soil Types and the Effect on Fruit
Quality and Storage
A18013: $18,700
Lincoln Hub Limited: Power on Plant Protein Hackathon
A18014: $11,500

Syndex Limited: Accessing Agri Capital
A18021: $50,000
Massey University: Bacteriophage Discovery for AFB
Eradication
A18022: $19,950
MyFarm Investments: Greening Tukituki
A18023: $50,000
Irrigation NZ: Best Practice Fertigation
A18024: $19,550
Kiwitech International Limited: Universal Mobile Animal
Handling and Monitoring Unit
A18025: $150,000

Vetlife Limited: Local Anaesthetic at Calf Disbudding: What
Works
A18005: $19,952

Advanced Biotech NZ (ABNZ): Bovine Hide Collagen for the US
Wound-care Market
A18015: $19,900

New Zealand Plant Producers Incorporated: Plant Producer
Science and Innovation Strategy
A18006: $20,000

Lincoln Hub Limited: Fund Framework to Support Innovation
Ecosystem for Future Foods
A18016: $6,325

Eko360 Limited: Fast Growth
A18027: $19,550

HempFarmNZ: Harvest Technology for Hemp Production
A18007: $16,935

The NZ Institute for Plant And Food Research Limited:
Detection of CaLso Infections Using Off-The-Shelf Technology
A18017: $8,000

Foundation for Arable Research (FAR): Crops and Products for
the Future
A18028: $170,000

Potatoes New Zealand Incorporated: Market Access for
Processing Potatoes to Japan
A18018: $89,880

University of Otago: Sheep Milk and Bone Health
A18029: $51,981

BCC Limited: Sprout Agritech Accelerator
A18008: $100,000
Massey University - BVD Free New Zealand: Building Capacity
to Eradicate Bovine Viral Diarrhoea Virus
A18009: $95,000
Walk On Limited: Glade
A18010: $45,000

Mende Biotech Limited: Totarol Natural Animal Health
Liposomes Products Development
A18019: $30,000
Massey University: Analysis of NZ-Grown Quinoa Saponins
A18020: $17,500

Co-Kaha Studios Limited: Plugged
A18026: $20,000

Barnes Family Farms Limited: Trials for Organic Peppermint
Oil Production in Canterbury
A18030: $10,000
Fart Free Limited: Lucerne to Protein - Proof of Concept Phase
A18031: $80,000
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AGRIBUSINESS INNOVATION GRANTS

CONFERENCE GRANTS

NZ Functional Foods (as Agent for Venture Southland):
Technical Product Research and Development
A18032: $46,000

AGMARDT & Assignment Group: Connecting Urban & Rural NZ
in a Positive Way
T18001: $100,000

NZ Grassland Association: NZ Grassland Conference
Speakers: Dr Jacqueline Rowarth & Dr Steven Goldson
C18001: $4,025

Kanapu Hemp Foods Limited: New Product Development
Project
A18033: $25,000

Showdown Productions: Rural Delivery Partnership
T18002: $69,000

New Zealand Plant Protection Society: NZ Plant Protection
Biosecurity Symposium & Conference
Speakers: Dr Shahin Ansari & Dr Andrew Robinson
C18002: $7,000

Massey University (on behalf of the Juniper Research Group):
Juniper Genetics Study
A18034: $20,000
Woolchemy NZ Limited: Wool Composite Pad for Incontinence
A18035: $54,000
Envisi Limited: Trials of Envisi Unit on Cherries in Canada
A18036: $15,000
The BHU Future Farming Centre: Electrothermal Field Weeder
Project
A18037: $24,000
Fernglen Limited: Flavoured Sheep Milk Shelf Life/Taste
Testing Investigations
A18038: $7,650
FLAG-Dairy 2018: Genotyping Leptospira Borgpetersenii
Serovar Tarassovi in NZ Cattle
A18039: $30,000
Blue Pacific Minerals NZ Limited: Feeding Zeolite to Dairy
Cows as a Tool to Mitigate Nitrogen Losses
A18040: $100,000
BCC Ltd: Sprout Agritech Accelerator
A18041: $150,000
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POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS
NZ Institute of Plant and Food Research Limited: Dr Jibran
Tahir
P16001: $95,000
3rd year extension
AgResearch Limited: Dr Sandra Payen
P16002: $95,000
3rd year extension
University of Otago: Dr Rowan Paul Herridge
P18001: $210,000
AgResearch Limited & Lincoln University: Mariona Roige
Valiente
P18002: $210,000

Olives New Zealand Inc: Olives New Zealand 2017 Olive Oil
Awards
Speaker: Dr Giuseppe Di Lecce
C18003: $4,000
New Zealand Institute of Primary Industry Management:
NZIPIM Workshops
Speaker: John Noonan
C18004: $9,500
Ministry for Primary Industries: Food and Fibre Innovation
Conference
Sponsor
C18005: $3,450
AgFirst Waikato: New Zealand Agricultural and Resource
Economics Society
Speaker: Professor Alan Swinbank
C18006: $1,000
Lanaco Limited: Commercialization & Science Forum Exporting Highvalue NZ Wool
Speakers: Dr Chang, Mr Zheng & Miss Chen
C18007: $8,000
Fertilizer & Lime Research Centre, Massey University: 31st
Annual FLRC Workshop
Speaker: Dr Anker Lajer Højberg
C18008: $3,450

MARKET INSIGHT GRANTS

CONFERENCE GRANTS
Massey University: 2018 SheepMilkNZ Conference
Speaker: Professor David L Thomas
C18009: $4,452
Central Economic Development Agency (Ceda): New Zealand
AgriFood Week
Speaker: Rob Ward
C18010: $2,500
National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs Incorporated:
50th Year Celebration Dinner - FMG Young Farmer of the Year
Sponsorship
C18011: $11,500
IrrigationNZ: Irrigation New Zealand Conference and Expo
Speakers: Ros Harvey & Stuart Styles
C18012: $7,794
B+LNZ: Activating the New Zealand Red Meat Story
Speakers: Anne Lacey & Damien McLoughlin
C18013: $40,000
Onions New Zealand: Onions New Zealand Workshop &
LandWISE Conference
Speaker: Professor Daniel Drost
C18014: $5,584
Better Border Biosecurity: Third Better Border Biosecurity (B3)
Conference
Speaker: Prof Alexander (Sandy) Purcell
C18015: $7,050
Te Hono: Te Hono National Summit 2018
Sponsorship
C18016: $15,000

New Zealand Rural Leadership Trust: Nuffield Biennial
Conference
Speaker: Hautahi Kingi
C18017: $4,240
Page Bloomer Associates Limited: LandWISE 2018 Technologies for Timely Actions
Speakers: Sarah Pethybridge, Michael Nichols & Will Bignell
C18018: $5,750
NZ Hemp Industries Associations Incorporated: NZ iHemp
Summit
Speaker: Jeff Kostick
C18019: $5,000
University of Canterbury: NZDFI - Commercial Forestry of
Improved Durable Eucalypts
Speaker: Dr Tomo Kakitani
C18020: $2,477
Apiculture New Zealand Incorporated: Apiculture New
Zealand Conference 2018
Speakers: Dr Susan Cobey & David Mendes
C18021: $10,000

Fifth Breath: European Market Launch
M18001: $50,000
New Zealand Blackcurrant Co-operative Limited: Meeting Asian
Demand for an Active Lifestyle
M18002: $244,000
Meat Industry Association of NZ (MIA): Assessment of
Downstream Supply Chain for Chilled Meat in China
M18003: $50,000
Landcorp Farming Limited: Deer Milk Market and Customer
Insights - Phase 2
M18004: $55,000
RNJ NZ Operations Limited: In-Market Consumer Research on
Novel NZ Plant Extract
M18005: $12,876
Carrfields Primary Wool Limited: Change the Game
M18006: $106,000
The Natural Protein Company Limited: Imprivo Market Insight
Strategy Research
M18007: $29,900
Wools of NZ Responsible Wool Standard Group: Market Insight
for WNZ Responsible Wool Standard
M18008: $97,856
Primary Collaboration New Zealand Limited: Digital and
E-commerce Insights - China
M18009: $16,500
Meat Industry Association of NZ (for MIA and Beef+Lamb NZ):
Supporting New Zealand Meat Market Access into the UK and EU
M18010: $200,000
Onions New Zealand: China Supply Chain and Marketing
Assessment
M18011: $32,000
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CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS
National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs Incorporated:
1 year extension of the NZYF Competition for 2018
L15006: $99,500

NZ Guild of Agricultural Journalists and Communicators:
AGMARDT Agribusiness Journalism Award
L18010: $1,500

National Federation of Young Farmers Clubs Incorporated: 1
year extension of the Strategic Partner of National Committee
for 2018
L15018: $10,925

Pasture Summit Conferences
L18011: $23,000

Neriah Broughton: Kellogg Rural Leadership Program
L18001: $5,635
New Zealand Cashmere: International Cashmere Studies
L18002: $7,500
Federated Farmers of New Zealand: Tukitahi-Murray Darling
Basin Study Tour
L18003: $5,000
Florists New Zealand Incorporated: Apprentice Florist of the
Year
L18004: $5,000
ASB MAGS Farm - Mount Albert Grammar School Foundation:
ASB MAGS Farm Experience Centre
L18005: $250,000
Lee Stackhouse: Rabobank Farm Managers Programme
L18006: $3,750
Young Viticulturist of the Year: Young Viticulturist of the Year
Competition 2018
L18007: $13,800
New Zealand National Fieldays Society: Fieldays Sector
Stakeholder 2018-2020
L18008: $50,000
Associate Trustee: Justine Gilliland
L18009: $27,900
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Erica Van Reenen: Agritech Delegation to Israel
L18012: $7,500
Sheryl Brown/NZ Farm Life Media: IFAJ2018 World Congress
the Netherlands
L18013: $900
South Island Dairying Development Centre: Global Dairy
Farmers Congress 2018
L18014: $8,000
Samuel Lang: The Grassfed Exchange Conference
L18015: $4,000
Chlorofield Limited: Grassfed Exchange
L18016: $4,000
The NZ Merino Company Limited: NZM Production Science
Grower Group - Future of Farming
L18017: $34,500
AbacusBio Limited: Extending Boundaries International
Internship Program
L18018: $50,600
Ministry of Primary Industries (MPI): Primary Industries Good
Employer Awards
L18019: $40,250

Guy Blundell: Executive Leadership Scholarship Awarded
E18001: $15,000

LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS
Belinda Price: Leadership Scholarship Awarded
S18001: $10,609
Paul Martin: Leadership Scholarship Awarded
S18002: $12,250
Zachary Mounsey: Leadership Scholarship Awarded
S18003: $15,000
Julian Gaffaney: Leadership Scholarship Awarded
S18004: $15,000
Tim Saunders: Leadership Scholarship Awarded
S18005: $15,000
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STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018
The Board of the Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust (the Trust) accepts responsibility for
the preparation of the Summary Financial Statements and the judgments made in them.
The Board of the Trust has the responsibility for establishing, and maintaining a system of internal control designed
to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of financial reporting.
In the Board’s opinion, these Summary Financial Statements fairly reflect the financial position and operations of
the Trust for the year ended 30 June 2018.
For and on behalf of the Board

T Egan
Chairman
Dated: 18 October 2018

R Green
Trustee
Dated: 18 October 2018
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018
2018
$

Income
Interest Income
Investment Portfolio Income
Investment Fee Rebates
Foreign Currency Gains (Loss)
Total Income

6,766
6,904,333
49,908
961,284
7,922,290

4,693
6,458,330
47,560
1,517,545
8,028,129

256,177
266,061
77,760
22,990
2,209
133,166
1,320
11,357
771,041

208,230
240,409
77,760
23,012
1,596
144,190
5,434
11,357
711,988

7,151,249

7,316,141

4,753,256
(217,399)

3,975,473
(448,287)

Total Net Grants Allocated this Year

4,535,857

3,527,186

Net Surplus (Deficit) for the year

2,615,392

3,788,955

Total Comprehensive Income for the Year

2,615,392

3,788,955

Expenses
Other Expenses
Personnel Costs
Trustees' Remuneration
Auditors Remuneration
Depreciation
Investment Advice and Management
Professional Fees
Rent & Accommodation
Total Expenses
Surplus (Deficit) of Income over Expenditure before Allocation of Grants
Net Grants Allocated this Year
Grants Made This Year
Grants Amendments
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018
2018
$

2017
$

Statement of Changes in Equity
Opening Equity
Capital

32,000,000

32,000,000

Capital Maintenance Fund

29,994,620

28,958,328

Accumulated Income/(Deficit)

23,512,699

20,760,036

85,507,319

81,718,364

929,919

1,036,292

1,685,473

2,742,663

2,615,392

3,778,955

Capital

32,000,000

32,000,000

Capital Maintenance Fund

30,924,539

29,994,620

Accumulated Income/(Deficit)

25,198,172

23,512,699

88,122,711

85,507,319

Total Opening Equity
Comprehensive Income
Capital Maintenance Fund
Accumulated Income/(Deficit)
Total Comprehensive Income
Closing Equity

Total Closing Equity
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
As at 30 June 2018
2018
$

Trust Funds
Capital
Capital Maintenance Fund
Total Capital

32,000,000
30,924,539
62,924,539

32,000,000
29,994,620
61,994,620

Revenue Reserves
Accumulated Income/(Deficit)
Total Revenue Reserves

25,198,172
25,198,172

23,512,699
23,512,699

Total Trust Funds

88,122,711

85,507,319

Assets
Current Assets
Cash and Bank
Trade and Other Receivables
Investments
Total Current Assets
Non Current Assets
Investments
Trade and Other Receivables
Property, Plant and Equipment
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
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Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Trade and Other Payables
Employee Entitlements
Provision for Grants
Total Current Liabilities
Non Current Liabilities
Provision for Grants
Total Non Current Liabilities
Total Liabilities

1,295,464
19,311
3,599,793
4,914,568

808,063
367,678
2,248,365
3,424,106

88,122,037
22,208
3,640
88,147,885
93,062,453

86,256,086
22,208
3,564
86,281,858
89,705,964

Net Assets

2018
$

2017
$

862,681
66,002
3,096,198
4,024,881

765,149
53,319
2,776,680
3,595,148

914,862
914,862

603,497
603,497

4,939,743

4,198,645

88,122,710

85,507,318

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018
2018
$

2017
$

Statement of Cash Flows
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Cash was provided from:
Interest Income
Foreign Exchange Gain Realised
Investment Rebate
Total Cash provided:

Cash was applied to:
Payments to Suppliers and Employees
Payments for Grants
Realised Gain on Investment
Foreign Exchange Loss
Total Cash applied:

Total Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Cash was provided from:
Maturity and Sale of Investments
Loans Repaid
Total Cash provided:

Cash was applied to:
Purchase of Investments
Purchase of Fixed Assets
Total Cash applied:

6,765
0
49,908
56,673

4,693
1,345,574
47,560
1,397,827

660,257
3,904,976
0
1,065,276
5,630,509

366,546
4,761,400
0
0
5,127,946

(5,573,836)

(3,730,119)

16,855,141
350,006
17,205,147

4,694,430
166,675
4,861,105

11,141,624
2,286
11,143,910

2,000,000
2,492
2,002,492

2018
$

2017
$

Total Cash Flows from Investing Activities

6,061,237

2,858,613

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Cash
Equivalents

487,401

(871,506)

808,063

1,679,569

808,063

1,679,569

1,295,464

808,063

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash at bank
Total Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of
year
Closing Cash Balance
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SUMMARY OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018

The Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust was established
by a Deed of Trust dated 20 October 1987 and the financial statement have been
prepared pursuant to Clause 17 of the said Deed and the Public Finance Act 1989.
1. Statement of Accounting Policies
Reporting Entity
The Trust has designated itself as a public benefit entity (PBE) for financial reporting
purposes.
The financials statements for the Trust are for the year ended 30 June 2018, and were
approved by the Board on 18 October 2018.
Basis of Preperation
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis, and the
accounting policies have been applied consistently throughout the period.
Statement of Compliance
The financial statements of the Trust have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Crown Entities Act 2004, which includes the requirement to
comply with New Zealand generally accepted accounting practice (NZ GAAP).
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Tier 2 PBE
“Reduced Disclosure Reporting” accounting standards. Expenses do not exceed $30
million and the entity is not publicly accountable.
These financial statements comply with PBE accounting standards.
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Measurement base
The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for
the measurement of equity investments and derivative financial instruments at fair
value.
Presentation currency and rounding
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars, to the nearest
dollar.
Full Financial Statements
This summary has been extracted from the full financial statements that received
an unqualified audit opinion.
This summary cannot be expected to provide a complete understanding of the
Trust’s financial performance and position as the complete financial statements.
A copy of the full audited financial statements for Trust are available from the Trust’s
website www.agmardt.org.nz

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the readers of Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust’s
Summary Annual Report for the year ended 30 June 2018
The Summary Annual Report was derived from the Annual Report of the Agricultural
and Marketing Research and Development Trust (the Trust) for the year ended 30 June
2018. We have considered whether the Summary Annual Report represents, fairly and
consistently, the information regarding the major matters dealt with in the Annual Report.
The Annual Report included full audited statements, and the Summary Annual Report
includes summary statements. We have audited the following summary statements
reported in the Summary Annual Report on pages 47 to 51:
• the summary statement of financial position as at 30 June 2018;
•

the summaries of the statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes in
equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended 30 June 2018; and

•

the notes to the summary financial statements that include accounting policies and
other explanatory information.

We expressed an unmodified audit opinion on the Trust’s full audited statements in our
report dated 18 October 2018.
Opinion
In our opinion:
• the Summary Annual Report represents, fairly and consistently, the information regarding
the major matters dealt with in the Annual Report; and
•

necessary, and at an appropriate level of aggregation, so as not to be misleading.
The summary statements do not contain all the disclosures required for full audited
statements under generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. Reading the
summary statements, therefore, is not a substitute for reading the full audited statements
in the Annual Report of the Trust.
Responsibilities of the Board of Trustees and the Auditor
The Board of Trustees are responsible on behalf of the Trust for preparing the Summary
Annual Report so that it represents, fairly and consistently, the information regarding
the major matters dealt with in the Annual Report. This includes preparing the summary
statements, in accordance with PBE FRS 43: Summary Financial Statements. The Board of
Trustees is also responsible for the publication of the Summary Annual Report, whether in
printed or electronic form.
We are responsible for expressing an opinion on whether the Summary Annual Report
represents, fairly and consistently, the information regarding the major matters dealt with
in the Annual Report and whether the summary statements comply with PBE FRS 43:
Summary Financial Statements.
Other than in our capacity as auditor, we have no relationship with, or interests in, the Trust.

the summary statements comply with PBE FRS-43: Summary Financial Statements.

Basis for our opinion
Our audit was carried out in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards,
which incorporate the International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand), and in
particular with the International Standard on Auditing (New Zealand) 810: Engagements
to Report on Summary Financial Statements. These standards require us to carry out
procedures to confirm whether the Summary Annual Report contains the information

Clint Ramoo
Audit New Zealand
On behalf of the Auditor-General
Wellington, New Zealand
18 October 2018
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AGMARDT TRUST DIRECTORY
Agricultural and Marketing Research and Development Trust
For the year ended 30 June 2018
Board of Trustees
Mr Tony Egan (Chair)
Mr Barry Brook
Ms Sarah von Dadelszen
Mr Richard Green
Management
Malcolm Nitschke
(General Manager)
Trust Office
8 Weld Street, Feilding, 4740
PO Box 472, Feilding,4740
(06) 323 8766
Investment Adviser
JANA Investment Advisers Pty Limited
Auditor
Audit New Zealand
on behalf of the Auditor-General
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Bankers
ASB Bank limited
Bank of New Zealand limited
Solicitors
Minter Ellison Rudd Watts

Charitable Number
CC20167
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Celebrating 30 years of service and contribution
www.agmardt.org.nz
to the New Zealand agricultural sector

